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Abstract. Hand free mouse controlling systems is an effective and essential research
area in human computer interaction (HCI), as they can be an ideal communication and
interaction means for the physical disabled persons, who don’t have means for communi-
cation except their moving eyes. In addition, these types of application provide usability
and welfare for the normal users in the computer interaction. This paper presents a fully
automatic multi-modal oculography-based mouse controlling system. This is done via in-
tegration between the recognized facial expressions with the eye movement and utilizing
them in the mouse controlling. This paper presents a powerful multi-detector technique to
localize the key facial feature points so that contours of the facial components are sampled
such as the eyes, nostrils, chin, and the mouth. Also, the beholder’s gaze is estimated.
Based on the 66 extracted facial features points, 20 geometric formulas (GF) and 15
ratios (Rs) are calculated, and the classifier based on rule-based reasoning approach are
then formed for both of the gaze direction and the facial expression (Normal, Smiling
or Surprising). Tests were performed for 7 users with different ages and different facial
characteristics then their overall satisfaction was measured. Our proposed multi-modal
system obtained about 91.1% to 94.6% user satisfaction.
Keywords: Facial expression recognition, Mouse controlling systems, Eye detection,
Gaze tracking, Human-Computer interaction, Oculography based system

1. Introduction. Human face, including eyes and their movements, play very impor-
tant role in expressing a persons needs, desires, pain, neurological disorders, cognitive
processes, interpersonal rapports or even emotional states [1].
Despite active research and significant progress, gaze estimation and tracking still make

a challenging due to the individuality of eyes, variability in scale, light conditions, occlu-
sion and location. Building a video-based oculography tracking system is a very impor-
tant research field in HCI studies. As it can play an ideal role for the physical disabled
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persons, who don’t have means for the computer interaction except their moving eyes.
Ditto, these types of application provide more usability and welfare for the normal users
computer interaction.

To the best of our knowledge, all the available researches in the oculography tracking
systems [2 - 9] depend mainly on the velocity of eye blinking to determine the correct action
that will be taken by the computer. This, might has a bad affect that eyes get tired quickly.
We found that combining between the facial expressions, controlled by the complex mesh
of nerves and muscles beneath the face skin, and the gaze tracking will strengthen the
computer interaction model and may reduce the user fatigue. Consequently, this paper
contribution is integrating the recognized facial expressions with the eye gaze tracking to
build a cursor-controlling interactive user interfaces.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3
contains a general overview of the proposed model. Then facial feature points localization
are in the 4th section. This is followed by a description of our proposed multi-modal
oculography-based mouse controlling system via facial expressions & eye movement is
presented in the 5th section. After that, the experimental results are in section 6. Finally,
the conclusion and the future work are presented.

2. Related Work. As our proposed application utilizes both of oculography tracking
and facial expression recognition. This section is divided to the three related parts. Facial
expression recognition techniques, gaze estimation techniques and finally Gaze tracking
applications.

2.1. Facial Expression Recognition. The existing methods of the facial expression
recognition can be divided to three clusters according to how the features are extracted.
The categories are the texture-based methodology, the geometric-based methodology, and
the hybrid-based methodology.

2.1.1. The Texture-Based Methodology. Texture-based methodology process the entire im-
age by applying a set of filters to extract facial features. Gupta et al. [10] used Discrete
Cosine Transform, Gabor Filter, Wavelet Transform and Gaussian distribution for the fea-
ture extraction then classified these features using the adaboosting classifier. Researchers
in [11] proposed adaptive filter selection (AFS) algorithm that is applied to choose the
best subset of Gabor filters with different scales and orientations. The extracted features
are then classified by adopting a multiple linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier.

Lirong et al. [12] used LBP features from training data, then they used these de-
scriptors to train SVM classifier. Also Zhong et al. in [13] used the LBP for the feature
extraction and then proposed a multi-task sparse learning (MTSL) framework locate those
discriminative patches to train and classify these features.

2.1.2. The Geometric-Based Methodology. A face image is represented geometrically via
fiducial points or the shape of facial regions [14]. LU and ZHANG [14] used optical flow
to track facial feature points in sequential facial frames, normalized different positions of
key feature points were computed and certain standardized geometric distances to form
a facial-expression-arising-dataset (FEAD) matrix.

Also Pantic et al. [15] proposed a technique for detecting facial actions by analyzing
facial components contours, including the mouth and the eyes. They used a multi-detector
technique to sample the contours spatially and detect all facial features. Then they used
a rule-based classifier to recognize the individual facial muscle action units (AUs).
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2.1.3. The Hybrid-Based Methodology. The hybrid-based methodology raised from com-
bining texture and geometric features Zhang and Ji [16] proposed a multi-feature tech-
nique that was based on the detecting edges in the forehead area, the facial points, and
naso-labial folds. In their method, facial features were extracted by linking each AU with
a set of movements, and then were classified using a Bayesian network model. Also in
[17] the classification between smiling and neutral faces is done via a novel neural archi-
tecture that combines fixed, directional filters and adaptive filters in cascade. The fixed,
directional filters extract primitive edge features, whereas the adaptive filters are trained
to extract more complex features, which is classified by the linear classifier.

2.2. Gaze Estimation Techniques. The main task of gaze trackers is to define the
gaze. Gaze should in this context be understood as either the point of regard (PoR) or
the gaze direction. Thus, Gaze modeling focuses on the relations between the point of
regard/gaze direction and the image features.
All gaze estimation techniques need to determine a set of parameters [18] through

calibration. We clarify the calibration procedures into the following:

1. Geometric-calibration: determining relative locations and orientations of different
units in the setup such as camera, light sources, and monitor.

2. Camera-calibration: determining intrinsic camera parameters.
3. Personal calibration: estimating cornea curvature, angular offset between visual and

optical axes.
4. Gazing mapping calibration: determining parameters of the eye-gaze mapping func-

tions.

According to [18], the gaze estimation techniques can be divided into two main cat-
egories; Feature-Based Face Estimation and Appearance-Based Face Estimation. These
categories are detailed as follows.

2.2.1. Feature-Based Face Estimation. Gaze estimation methodologies using extracted
local features such as eye corners, contours, and reflections from the eye image are called
Feature-based methodologies. The main reasons for using feature-based methodologies
are that the pupil and glints (under active light models) are relatively easy to find and
that these features can be mainly related to gaze. This embrace aspects related to the
geometry of the system as well as to eye physiology.
The glints fundamentally means that, when the curved cornea of the eye receives the

falling light some of that light is reflected back in a narrow ray pointing directly toward
the light source. Several reflections occur on the boundary between the lens and the
cornea, producing the so-called Purkinje images [19]. The first Purkinje image or corneal
reflection is often referred to as the glint. [2 - 8] that assume the mapping from image
features to gaze coordinates (2D or 3D) have a particular parametric form such as a
polynomial [9] or a nonparametric form such as in neural networks [20].

2.2.2. Appearance-Based Methods. The implied function for estimating the point of re-
gard, relevant features, and personal variation can be extracted implicitly, without re-
quirements of scene geometry and camera calibration. That is done to avoid the diffi-
culties and difficiencies of the features-based methodologies. One such approach employs
cropped images of eyes to train regression functions, as seen in multilayer network [21
- 23] or Gaussian processes [24] or manifold learning [25]. Images are high-dimensional
representations of data, which are defined on a lower dimensional manifold.
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2.2.3. Gaze Tracking Applications. Gaze tracking presents a powerful experimental tool
for the study of real-time cognitive processing and information transfer. Gaze tracking
applications include two main fields of application, namely, diagnostic and interactive
[26].

Diagnostic eye trackers provide an quantitative and objective technique for recording
the beholder’s point of regard. This information is useful when examining people watching
commercials, interacting with user interfaces, using instruments in plane cockpits, and in
the understanding and analysis of human attention [27 - 30].

On the other hand, gaze-based interactive user interfaces react to the user’s gaze either
as a control input [31 - 34] or as the basis of gaze-contingent change in display [35]. Gaze-
contingent means that the system is aware of the users gaze and may adapt its behavior
based on the visual attention of the user, e.g., for monitoring human vigilance [26], [36 -
39]. Thus, the system tends to adapt its behavior according to the gaze input, which, in
turn, reflects the person’s desires.

3. The Proposed Model. A general overview of the components of our proposed system
is shown in Figure 1. The system is divided into two parallel components; the oculography
module and the facial expression recognition module. The oculography module obtain
information from one camera (Input Image). The eye location in the image is detected
and is subsequently tracked over frames. Based on the information obtained from the
eye region, the gaze is estimated. Afterthat, the system calculates the GFs and Rs for
the direction of gaze determination. On the other hand, the other facial key points
are localized, tracked and used to calculate the GFs and Rs for the facial expression
recognition process (that uses the rule-based classifier). Finally, the recognized gaze
direction and the facial expression are used to control the movement and the right and
left click for the mouse respectively.

4. Facial Feature Points Localization. Facial feature points are generally referred to
as facial salient points such as the corners and centers of the eyes, corners of the nostrils,
corners of the eyebrows, corners and outer mid points of the lips, tip of the nose, and the
edge of the face. Permanent facial features are facial components such as eyebrows, eyes,
and mouth. Their shape and location can alter immensely with expressions (e.g., pursed
lips versus delighted smile). Transient facial features are any facial lines and bulges that
did not become permanent with age but appear with expressions. We propose in this
paper a simple method to detect automatically facial feature points.

4.1. Face Detection. Face detector is the first module in our facial expression recogni-
tion system, to localize the face in the image. This step allows an automatically labeling
for facial feature points in a face image. We use a real-time face detector proposed in
[40]. OpenCV library [41] which represents a m version of the original Viola-Jones face
detector.

4.2. Facial Feature Extraction. To spatially sample the outline of the eyebrows, eyes,
nostrils, and lips from an input frontal-view face image. We apply a simple analysis of
image histograms in a combination with various filter transformations to locate six regions
of interest (ROIs) in the face region segmented from an input frontal-view face image:
two eyebrows, two eyes, nose, and mouth. The followed procedure is the updated version
of the procedure in [42] and [43]. We supported head rotation of - 20 to 20 degrees of both
in-plane and out-of-plane rotation. Detections speed ranges from 0.15 to 1.5 seconds, and
the returned information of detected face based on (x, y) coordinates of face center, width
and rotational angle. The facial features extraction components are detailed as following.
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Figure 1. Components of The proposed Multi-Modal Oculography Based
Mouse Controlling System : Via Facial Expressions & Eye Movement.

1) Eye Detection, Initial Gaze Estimation, and gaze Tracking
Viola-Jones method integrated with Simple Elliptical Shape Models are used together
to detect eye and iris respectively. The Viola- Jones classifier employs AdaBoost in
a cascade basis to learn a high detection rate. The Viola-Jones classifier function is
employed from OpenCV [41]. The Circle Hough Transformation (CHT) [44] is used
which supports the strong and reliable detection of circular objects in an image. Let
Cr be a circle with radius r:

Cr =
{
(i, j) |i2 + j2 = r2

}
(1)

The Hough space H(x, y, r) is created using an extended Hough transform. It is
applied on search mask which is generated based on a threshold segmentation of the
red channel image corresponds to a three dimensional accumulator that indicates the
probability that there is a circle with radius r at position (x, y) in the input image
(I). Then the Hough Space (H) is described by:

H (x, y, r) =
∑

(i, j) εCrI (x+ i, y + j) (2)

According to anthropometric datum [45], the regular eyeball radius ranges from
12 mm to 13 mm. Eye gaze in our model is estimated based on pupil location in
addition to iris location to be more accurate and robust to a variety of users and
conditions changes.

Since the iris contains little red hue, only the red channel is extracted from the eye
region which contains a high contrast between skin and iris. Using some anthropo-
metric statistics [45] we found the line contains eyes [46] which corresponds to many
transitions: sclera to iris, skin to sclera, iris to pupil and the same thing for the high
gradient side.

For the pupil detection, we used three types of knowledge [47]. We use pupil shape,
color, and size as the first knowledge. First, we applied adaptive threshold method
to eye image. Then, threshold T is obtained from average pixel value (mean) g of
eye image. Threshold is set value is 27% below from the mean experimentally.

µ = 1/N
N−1∑
i=0

Ii (3)

T = 0.27µ (4)

According to eye movement, pupil shape and size are changed when user looks at
right or left directions. This condition makes the pupil detection is hard to find.
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To solve this problem the previously detected pupil location was utilized. The
pupil is decided using following equation.

P (t− 1) − C < P (t) < P (t− 1) + C (5)

The reasonable pupil location P(t) always in the surrounding previous location
P(t-1) with the search area C.

Thereafter, pupil locations are tracked using the previously detected location using
Kalman filter [48] for prediction of pupil location. At each time instance (frame),
Pupil motion is figured with velocity and position. Let (it, jt) be the centroid of
pupil at time t and (ut, vt) be velocity at time t in i and j directions. The state
vector at time t can therefore be represented as xt = (it jt ut vt)t. The system can
therefore be modeled as

Xt+1 = Xt +Wt (6)

where Wt represents system disorders. Our assumption is that a fast feature

extractor estimates zt =

(
∧
it ,

∧
jt

)
the pupil position at time t. Thence, the measure-

ment model in the form needed by the Kalman filter is

zt = HXt + Ut (7)

2) Eyebrows Detection
Two different detectors localize the contours of the eyebrows in the eyebrow region
of interests (ROIs). One applies the contour-following algorithm based on four-
connected chain codes and the other fits a 2-D model of the eyebrow consisting of
two second degree parabolas. The details of these algorithms are reported in [49].

Also for more accurate results for the eyebrows we excluded the eyes from the eye
region detected in the face detection step [50].

3) Nostrils and Chin Detection
We used the method in [51]. In which the contours of the nostrils are detected in
the nose ROI by applying a method that fits two 2-D small circular models onto
the two small regions delimited as the nostril regions by a seed-fill algorithm. The
seed-fill algorithm is also used to color eyes and mouth regions in the face region.
An adapted version of the Vornoi-diagrams-based algorithm delimits the symmetry
line between them [52]. The tip of the chin is localized as the first peak after the
third deepest valley (the mouth) of the brightness distribution along the symmetry
line [42].

4) Lips Border Detection
The natural color of the lips is red, so the ROI of the mouth is transformed into the
HSV color space (Hue, Saturation, Value), in order to separate color from intensity,
and then into red domain in order to segment mouth area from the rest of the strip
image [53]. Image in red domain is obtained from the hue and saturation components
of the input frame by applying the following thresholds [52]:

120 < H < 200 (8)

S > 70 (9)

By applying a method that fits 2-D small circular models onto the two small
regions delimited as the Nasolabial Fold regions by a seed-fill algorithm. The seed-
fill algorithm is also used to color eyes and mouth regions in the face region. An
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adapted version of the Vornoi-diagrams-based algorithm [52] delimits the symmetry
line between them. The tip of the chin is localized as the first peak after the third
deepest valley (the mouth) of the brightness distribution along the symmetry line
[42].

Figure 2 shows the facial feature extraction steps. In Figure 2 each key point of
the feature extracted from the original frame is highlighted with a point in the figure.
These points figure the x and y coordinate of each extracted feature.

a) Face Detection

b)Applying the Advanced Hough Transformation, Eye axis
Localization,Gaze Estimation and Gaze Tracking

c)Eyebrows Detection: Excluding the eyes from the eyeregion

d)Nostrils Detection

e)Lip Detection

f)Final Face Model with the Extracted Facial Features Points

Figure 2. Facial Feature Points Localization Steps (Applied on Samaa Shohieb).

The extracted 66 features x and y coordinates are listed in Table 1 in the appendix.
The features names followed the naming rules used in the Luxand FaceSDK v.4
documentation [54] but the values differ from those in Luxand library.
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Figure 3. Facial Feature Points Localization Steps (Applied on Samaa Shohieb).

4.3. Extracted Facial Points Tracking. The facial feature points detected in the first
image of the sequence will be tracked using pyramidal Lucas-Kanade algorithm [55]. This
algorithm suppose that the brightness of every point of a static or moving object remains
stable in time

5. The proposed Multi-Modal Oculography-Based Mouse Controlling System
: Via Facial Expressions & Eye Movement. We extract standard displacements of
main feature points to represent expression characteristics such the model in [56]. Twenty
five more points are added to describe the movement of eyebrows, nose, and cheek more
subtly. Figure 3 illustrates all 66 adopted facial feature points.

There are many classifiers that are used for classifying the facial features. One of these
classifiers is the rule-based classifier. It has many advantages that its very simple, isnt a
time consuming, can be used independently from the trained set [57]. However, it cant
produce efficient results for large set of patterns.

To build our mouse input controlling system, we deduced to recognize three facial
expressions; smiling and surprising in addition to the direction of the beholder’s gaze.
Thus, we built a simple rule-based classifier to detect the intended facial expressions. The
followed rules reached from testing the values on ten persons with different ages, facial
characteristics, genders , and one of them is a different nationality.

We calculated some geometric distances from each image that we addressed in the cal-
culated GF. The formed GFs are more than those used in our system for future extensions
in the facial expression recognition.

Width of mouth:

GF1 = F43.x− F42.x (10)

Width of the lower nasolabial fold:

GF2 = F59.x− F57.x (11)
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Eyes axis:

GF3 = F14.x− F4.x (12)

Left side of lip Openness:

GF4 = F53.y − F49.y (13)

Right side of lip Openness:

GF5 = F55.y − F51.y (14)

Height of the left eyebrow from the eye:

GF6 = F3.y − F26.y (15)

Height of the right eyebrow from the eye:

GF7 = F13.y − F30.y (16)

Width bet. the two eyebrows

GF8 = F28.x− F23.x (17)

For the Right direction of sight

• X Distances bet. the left iris and the eye’s outer corner

GF9 = F11.x− F4.x (18)

• X Distances for the right iris from the eye’s inner corner

GF10 = F21.x− F13.x (19)

For the Left direction of sight

• X Distances bet. the left iris and the eye’s inner corner

GF11 = F3.x− F12.x (20)

• X Distances for the right iris from the eye’s outer corner

GF12 = F14.x− F22.x (21)

For the UP direction of sight

• Y Distances for the right iris from the eye’s upper line

GF13 = F2.y − F19.y (22)

• Y Distances for the left iris from the eye’s upper line

GF14 = F1.y − F9.y (23)

For the Down direction of sight

• Y Distances for the right iris from the eye’s lower line

GF15 = F16.y − F2.y (24)

• Y Distances for the left iris from the eye’s lower line

GF16 = F6.y − F1.y (25)
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The following are more GFs for determining the lip openness.
Lip Openness In the Inner Center

GF17 = F47.y − F45.y (26)

Lip Openness In the Outer Center

GF18 = F46.y − F44.y (27)

Lip Openness In the Outer Left

GF19 = F52.y − F48.y (28)

Lip Openness In the Outer Right

GF20 = F59.y − F57.y (29)

Then, we calculated fifteen Rs as follows.

R1 = GF1/GF2 (30)

R2 = GF2/GF3 (31)

R3 = GF1/GF3 (32)

R4 = GF4/GF5 (33)

R5 = GF6/GF7 (34)

R6 = GF8/GF1 (35)

R7 = GF9/GF11 (36)

R8 = GF10/GF12 (37)

R9 = GF13/GF15 (38)

R10 = GF14/GF16 (39)

R11 = GF17/GF19 (40)

R12 = GF17/GF18 (41)

R13 = GF5/GF20 (42)

R14 = GF5/GF4 (43)

R15 = GF20/GF19 (44)

Experiments have been done on about 5670 frames from captured videos. We used
about 3400 example (60% of the training sets out of 5670) for the training process and
deducing the ratios Rs values between each GFs. And used about 1130 example (20% of
the training sets out of 5670) as a cross-validation sets. Finally, we tested our classifier
on about 1130 example (20% of the training sets out of 5670). We proved that the Rs
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between some specific two GFs (not only for the same ROIs but also it may be the ratios
between the GFs of different ROIs) remain in the same range even if the observed face
differs in its characteristics. The following are two examples to declare the relationship
between the facial expression and the Rs.
For example, for the ”smile” facial expression, the effective Rs are those affected by

the Width of mouth (GF1), Width of the lower nasolabial fold (GF2), and Eyes axis
(GF3). The former example declares that features from different ROIs affects the smile
facial expression. Another example, for the right direction of sight, the effective Rs are
those affected by the X distances between the left iris and the eye’s outer corner (GF9),
X distances between the right iris and the eye’s inner corner (GF10), X distances between
the left iris and the eye’s inner corner (GF11), and X distances between the right iris and
the eye’s outer corner (GF12). The former example declares that features from the same
ROIs affects the smile facial expression.
The following are the set of Rs that were conducted from our experiments.

IF (R7 < 0.8) AND (R8 < 0.8)
TEHN the Line of sight is RIGHT;
Move the cursor to the RIGHT side by a determined amount (25)
Cursor.Position = new Point(Cursor.Position.X + 25, Cursor.Position.Y);

ELSE IF (R7 > 1.4) AND (R8 > 1.4)
THEN the Line of sight is LEFT;
Move the cursor to the LEFT side by a determined amount (25)
Cursor.Position = new Point(Cursor.Position.X - 25, Cursor.Position.Y
);

ELSE IF (R 9 < 0.5) AND (R 10 < 1)
THEN the Line of sight is UP;
Move the cursor to UP by a determined amount (25)
Cursor.Position = new Point(Cursor.Position.X, Cursor.Position.Y-
25);

ELSE IF (R 9 > 0.9) AND (R 10 > 0.9)
THEN the Line of sight is DOWN;
Move the cursor to DOWN by a determined amount (25)
Cursor.Position = new Point(Cursor.Position.X, Cursor.Position.Y
+ 25);

ELSE
THEN the Line of sight is STRAIGH”;
Do nothing for the cursor;

END IF
// Now determining the facial expression
IF (R 1 > 0.7) AND (R 2 > 0.7) AND (R 3 > 0.55)

THEN Smiling Facial Expression
Calling the ClickSomePoint() function to perform left click

ELSE IF (R 11 > 0.2) AND (R 12 > 0.2) AND (R 13 > 0.2) AND (R 4 <
2) AND (R 4 > 1) AND (R 1 > 0.6) AND (R 1 < 0.7)

THEN Surprising Facial Expression
Calling the RightClickSomePoint() function to perform Right click

END IF

According to that, all the used rules are simple linear equations, the running time of
our program is varying from 0.15 to 1.6 seconds with an addition of only 0.1 second
from the localization step.
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6. Experimental Results. Experiments show that the system works reliably under
rotation angle between -20 to 20 degree. However it fails when the rotation angle is
beyond this limit, or there is heavy occlusion. In the case of a tracking failure, the system
will be reset and resume tracking shortly.

Figure 4 shows snapshots of our running system. Tests have been performed on 7
different test data that differ in ages (ranging from 5 to 27 years old), facial characteristics,
facial expressions, length from the camera, direction of sight, scaling and rotation angles.

The overall satisfaction [58] was measured for each user. The details are shown in
table 2 that clarify five satisfaction measurements for each user. And we applied on a
pbskids.org game called “Drive Trolley” [59].This game take from 5 to 10 seconds for
the trolley to complete one round using the hand mouse. We asked them all for the
satisfaction with the idea. They, all, were satisfied with the idea. Then we made them
complete the game without using the hand-mouse, and they completed the whole of it
hand free. Afterthat, we calculated the elapsed time and it ranged from 6 to 20 seconds.
We divided the elapsed time (if it was more than the maximum mouse-hand time for the
trolley round; 10 seconds) over ten. If the time was lower than 10 seconds, it is estimated
as100%. The accuracy was measured by finding how long time the user made a wrong
direction over the overall time. Accuracy ranged from 50% to 100% depending on the
user age. The accuracy and ease of use increase with increasing the user age as well.
The overall user satisfaction was 91.1%. We can discarded the 5 years old child results
as his results are considered as noisy results because of the difficulty of controlling his
eye directions and his concentration. As a result the overall satisfaction for the other six
users will increase to 94.6% as shown in table 3.

Figure 4. Snapshots for the running system including two users (27 and
5 years old respectively) during playing “Drive Trolley” Game.

7. Conclusions. In this paper we have proposed a multi-modal system that integrates
both of estimating eye movement direction and recognizing the facial expressions for
controlling the mouse movements and mouse left and right clicks. The system is divided
into two parallel modules; the oculography module and the facial expression recognition
module. The oculography module obtain information from one camera (Input Image).
The eye location in the image is detected and is subsequently tracked over frames. Based
on the information obtained from the eye region, the gaze is estimated. Afterthat, the
system calculates 8 (GFs) and 4 (Rs) for the direction of gaze determination. On the
other hand, the other facial key points are localized, tracked and used to calculate 12 GFs
and 11 Rs for the facial expression recognition process (that uses the rule-based classifier).
Finally, the recognized gaze direction and the facial expression are used to control the
movement and the right and left click for the mouse using the recognized surprising and
smiling facial expressions respectively.
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Table 1. The User Satisfaction for the System ( Including the 5 years old child)

Aged User
Idea of
the
Application

Completed
the Game
without
Using
Mouse

Time in
seconds

Accuracy
Ease of
Use

Total

User 1
(5years)

100% 100% 20 (50%) 50% 50% 70%

User 2
(8 years)

100% 100% 15 (75%) 70% 90% 87%

User 3
(10 years)

100% 100% 6(100%) 80% 92% 94.4%

User 4
(10 years)

100% 100% 8(100%) 80% 92% 94.4%

User 5
(13 years)

100% 100% 7(100%) 80% 94% 94.8%

User 6
(17 years)

100% 100% 8(100%) 90% 99% 97.8%

User 7
(27 years)

100% 100% 9(100%) 100% 96% 99.2%

Total 100% 100% 89.3% 78.57% 87.57% 91.1%

Table 2. The User Satisfaction for the System ( Excluding the 5 years old child)

Aged User
Idea of
the
Application

Completed
the Game
without
Using
Mouse

Time in
seconds

Accuracy
Ease of
Use

Total

User 2
(8 years)

100% 100% 15 (75%) 70% 90% 87%

User 3
(10 years)

100% 100% 6(100%) 80% 92% 94.4%

User 4
(10 years)

100% 100% 8(100%) 80% 92% 94.4%

User 5
(13 years)

100% 100% 7(100%) 80% 94% 94.8%

User 6
(17 years)

100% 100% 8(100%) 90% 99% 97.8%

User 7
(27 years)

100% 100% 9(100%) 100% 96% 99.2%

Total 100% 100% 89.3% 78.57% 87.57% 94.6%

Our proposed system is a person independent hand free mouse controlling system. We
made our tests on 7 persons and measured their overall satisfaction. We found that it
obtained 94.6%.
In future, we intend to improve our system, increasing its accuracy. Also, implementing

a reliable and fast full computer controlling system with more facial expressions to handle
a virtual keyboard is a challenge we plan to face very soon.
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Appendix. This appendix contains the detailed names and values for the extracted
Facial features key points.

Table 3. Extracted Facial Features Key Points

Feature
Value

Facial Feature Name
Feature
Value

Facial Feature Name

F1 Left Eye Iris Center F34 Nose Bottom
F2 Right Eye Iris Center F35 Nose Bridge
F3 Left Eye Inner Corner F36 Nose Left Wing
F4 Left Eye Outer Corner F37 Nose Left Wing Outer
F5 Left Eye Lower Line1 F38 Nose Left Wing Lower
F6 Left Eye Lower Line2 F39 Nose Right Wing
F7 Left Eye Lower Line3 F40 Nose Right Wing Outer
F8 Left Eye Upper Line1 F41 Nose Right Wing Lower
F9 Left Eye Upper Line2 F42 Mouth Right Corner
F10 Left Eye Upper Line3 F43 Mouth Left Corner
F11 Left Eye Left Iris Corner F44 Mouth Top
F12 Left Eye Right Iris Corner F45 Mouth Top Inner
F13 Right Eye Inner Corner F46 Mouth Bottom
F14 Right Eye Outer Corner F47 Mouth Bottom Inner
F15 Right Eye Lower Line1 F48 Mouth Left Top
F16 Right Eye Lower Line2 F49 Mouth Left Top Inner
F17 Right Eye Lower Line3 F50 Mouth Right Top
F18 Right Eye Upper Line1 F51 Mouth Right Top Inner
F19 Right Eye Upper Line2 F52 Mouth Left Bottom
F20 Right Eye Upper Line3 F53 Mouth Left Bottom Inner
F21 Right Eye Left Iris Corner F54 Mouth Right Bottom
F22 Right Eye Right Iris Corner F55 Mouth Right Bottom Inner
F23 Left Eyebrow Inner Corner F56 Nasolabial Fold Left Upper
F24 Left Eyebrow Middle F57 Nasolabial Fold Left Lower
F25 Left Eyebrow Middle Left F58 Nasolabial Fold Right Upper
F26 Left Eyebrow Middle Right F59 Nasolabial Fold Right Lower
F27 Left Eyebrow Outer Corner F60 Chin Bottom
F28 Right Eyebrow Inner Corner F61 Chin Left
F29 Right Eyebrow Middle F62 Chin Right
F30 Right Eyebrow Middle Left F63 Face Contour1
F31 Right Eyebrow Middle Right F64 Face Contour2
F32 Right Eyebrow Outer Corner F65 Face Contour12
F33 Nose Tip F66 Face Contour13
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